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A sequence of rational functions of respective degrees n that converges in a 
closed, bounded region C more rapidly than an arbitrary geometric series 
has special properties of convergence exterior to C. The object of the present 
paper is to establish a new property of this sort, and to make application of it 
to sequences of best approximation to a meromorphic function on C. 
The present paper has some close connections with a recent paper by 
Goncar [5]. Our Theorem 1 is more simply proved than his Theorem 3 and 
has a stronger hypothesis and stronger conclusion, in that we emphasize 
particularly degree of convergence defined by (1). Goncar has no analog 
of Theorem 6, but establishes a stronger result than our Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 1. Let r,(z) be a sequence of rational functions of respective 
degrees n, and let C denote the closed unit disk. If the Tchebycheff (uniform) 
norm on C satisfies 
$‘Z II Gz(411~ = 0, (1) 
then for the norm on any closed bounded region D with no point interior to C 
and containing no Iimit point of poles of the Y,(X), we have 
lim 11 rn(.z)lj~” = 0. 
n+m (4 
Let the poles of r,(z) (depending on n) be denoted by l/olr , l/or2 ,..., l/m,, , 
where ] DL~ I < 1; it may occur for some values of n that r,(z) has fewer than n 
poles. For arbitrary E (> 0) and for n sufficiently large we have for z on C 
by (1) 
I ~&)I < En, (3) 
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whence, for 1 x 1 = 1, 
Since (4) holds for 1 z 1 = 1, it also holds for 1 x / > 1 [l, Section 9.71. 
Let D lie in the disk 1 z I < R (> 1); we divide the 01~ into two categories. 
In the first we have 
l/i OLk 1 3 2R, 
and in the second 
l/l ak I < 2R. 
For the poles l/ cyk in the first category we have for .z in D 
lz-%I 
/ 1 - ffkZ I 
For the poles l/mk in the second category we have for x in D 
(5) 
The limit points of the poles of r,(s) form a closed set exterior to D; so they 
lie at a positive distance 26 (> 0) from D. For n sufficiently large the poles 
l/ak of r,(z) lie at a distance from D greater than 6. Thus for n sufficiently 
large and for z in D we have by (6) 
For z in D we have by (4) (5) and (7) for n sufficiently large 
I r&4 < E” [l +82R2 + 11” [2 (R + &)I: 
and (2) follows. 
Theorem 1 applies also to the corresponding degree of convergence to a 
given functionf(z) not necessarily identically zero, as we shall see. 
Theorem 1 is somewhat similar to Ref. [3, Theorem 51 where a function 
comparable to f(z) with a natural boundary is added to a function mero- 
morphic in a prescribed region, and respective approximating rational 
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functions are likewise added. The conclusion of the latter theorem is similar 
to that of the present Theorem 1. But the following Theorem 2 has advantages 
over the two previous theorems, in that the natural boundary has different 
intrinsic properties. 
THEOREM 2. Let C and D be as in Theorem 1, and let the sequence of rational 
functions m(z) of respective degrees n (n = 1, 2, 3,...) satisfy 
where the function f (x) is deJned on C. If D contains no interior point of C and 
no limit point of poles of the m(z), we have for some f (z) 
ji+i II f (4 - r&)lll,in = 0. 
If D can be joined to C by a region containing no limit point of poles of the rJz), 
then f (z) in D is the analytic extension in D off(z) in C. 
From (9) we deduce 
lim /If(z) - r,-,(x)lI~ = 0, 
n+m 
$$ II r&) - r,&)llP = 0, 
kz 11 r,(z) - r,-,(z)111,/2n = 0. (13) 
The relation (13) is of the form (1) if we define 
s2&) = sZn-&7) = m(z) - r&9, 
a rational function of degree 2n - 1 and 2n. By Theorem 1 we may write 
from (13) 
(14) 
and we may replace the exponent in (14) by l/n. Then the sequence m(z) 
converges throughout D to some limit function f(z). However, the given 
f(x) may have a natural boundary exterior to C, of such a nature that f(z) 
in D is not the (Weierstrass) analytic extension from C into D. Thus we do not 
identify the f (z) in D with the original f (z) in C except in case there is no 
such natural boundary. But the original sequence r,(z) converges nevertheless 
uniformly throughout D, we denote its limit there by f (z), and (IO) is valid. 
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We mention explicitly that for the validity of this proof of Theorem 2, the 
sequence r,(z) must be defined for every n or its equivalent. On the other 
hand, this restriction on the m(z) does not apply in Theorem 1; in (1) the 
numbers n may be an arbitrary sequence that becomes infinite. 
THEOREM 3. Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid if C is any closed bounded 
region C’. 
The new hypothesis is (1) or (9) with C replaced by C’. However, since C’ 
is a closed bounded region, we may deduce (1) or (9) in its original form, 
where C is now a closed disk interior to C, a disk chosen without loss of 
generality as the unit disk, and the conclusion (2) or (10) where D is C follows 
from Theorem 1 or Theorem 2. 
Theorem 1 is the special case f(z) = 0 of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 is a 
generalization of a previous result [l, Section 9.31 that proved (10) from (9), 
but with the more restrictive condition that D may be connected to C by a 
region containing no limit point of the poles of Y,(Z) and containing no point 
separated from C by such limit points. 
Theorem 2 has immediate application to best approximation: 
THEOREM 4. Let C be a closed bounded region in which a function f(z) is 
analytic, and let rational functions r,,(z) of respective degrees n exist so that (9) 
holds. Let R,(x) be the rational function of degree n of best approximation to 
f(z) on C, and let the closed b ounded region D contain no interior point of C and 
no limit point of the poles of r,(z) on R,,(z). Then we have 
where f (x) is as in Theorem 2. 
Since the R,(z) are functions of best approximation on C, we have from (9) 
j*- II f (4 - 4k4lll,ln = 0, 
;E I/ Y&Z) - R,(z)@ = 0. 
(16) 
(17) 
The rational function r,(z) - &( x is of degree 2n, and the exponent l/n ) 
in (16) may be replaced by 1/2n, so Theorem 1 applies. We deduce from (17) 
by Theorem 1 
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and from Theorem 2 by (9) 
There follows (15) where f(z) is the function of Theorem 2. 
The importance of Theorem 4 (and of Theorem 5 below) is not merely 
the convergence of the R,(z) in D, but the convergence there to the particular 
finctionf(z) which may or may not be the Weierstrass analytic extension of 
the function f(z) defined in C according to Theorem 2. We note that in 
Theorem 4 the functions R,(z) need not be extremal; inequality (16) is 
sufficient. 
We shall now show that various classes of functionsf(z) satisfy the more 
restrictive conditions of Theorem 4, namely, where functions r,(z) exist 
satisfying (9), and where f(z) has certain properties of analytic extension 
from C. 
THEOREM 5. Let f (z) be a function meromorphic at every Jinite point of the 
plane, and let it have no pole in the closed unit disk C. Then there exist rational 
functions r,(z) of respective degrees n with jinite poles only in the poles off(z) 
so that (9) is valid. Thus by Theorem 4, ;f D contains no limit point of poles of the 
R,(z), we have (15) for the given f (2). 
Let the poles of f(z) be c1r, 01~ ,..., arranged in order of nondecreasing 
modulus. We consider the correspondence [l, Section 8.21 
z - Pl 
fC4 - a0 + al __ 
z - cc1 
+a21”IyI”-“; + . ..) 
z % 2 012 
(18) 
where we choose later /3k = 0. This formal expansion is equivalent to 





(z - Pl) ... (z -Al-J 
(z - al) ... (z - am-l) I 
- a, + a,+, 
z - Pm+1 
z - %+1 
+a,,2y3n,+lw3~+2)+...* 
z %+1) (z - %+2) 
(19) 
In (18) the coefficients a0 , a, ,... can be determined by successive interpola- 
tion in the points fir , j$ ,... (assuming the sign “N” to be replaced by “=“); 
for given & and ak those coefficients are the same whether computed from 
(18) or (19). The advantage of (19) over (18) is that in (19) the first m coef- 
ficients and first m zeros and poles do not appear in the second member, so the 
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convergence and degree of convergence of rational functions approximating 
to the first memberf,(z) of (19) depend only on the behavior of the flk and 01~ 
for suJ&A’y large k (K 3 m + 1); f&z) has no poles and is analytic in the 
points 01~ , 01~ ,..., 01, and /3, , f12 ,..., jgm. . In (19) if we denote the sum of the 
first n + 1 terms on the right by s,(z), where 13, = 0 and G + CO, we have 
[l, Section 8.51 
where fi(z) is analytic for / z 1 < R. Thus for every R (> 1) we have by (19) 
where r%(z) is the sum of the first n + 1 terms in the second member of (18), 
so (9) follows. 
Each pole 01 of f(z) is a limit point of poles of the R,(z), for if y is a small 
circle with center 01, the integrals over y off ‘(z)if(z) and li)n’(z)/R,(z) are 
equal for n sufficiently large, since R,(z) +f(z) on y uniformly. 
Dr. E. B. Saff has recently proved [4] that for the rational functions R,(z) 
of respective degrees n of best approximation on C to the exponential function, 
the poles have no finite limit point. Further information on the poles of the 
h(x) of best approximation on C to a given entire or meromorphic function 
would be of considerable interest. 
Theorem 5 is invariant under linear transformation of the complex variable, 
in the sense that a rational function of degree n remains a rational function of 
degree n, and a function meromorphic on the plane of finite points is trans- 
formed into a function meromorphic in the extended plane except at a single 
point. We shall prove 
THEOREM 6. Let the function f (x) be meromorphic in the extended plane with 
the exception of TV (< co) points. Let C be a closed bounded region in which f (z) 
is analytic, and let D be a closed bounded region containing no singularity off(z) 
and no interior point of C. Then there exists a sequence of rational functions m(z) 
whose poles lie in the poles off(x), satisfying (9), and (10) is valid, where f(z) 
is thegiven function. If D contains no limitpoint of poles of the best-approximating 
rational functions R,(z) to f (z) on C, then (15) is valid for the given f(x). 
Let A be a region of the extended plane of connectivity TV whose closure 
contains no singular point off(x), and let A be bounded by p mutually 
disjoint analytic Jordan curves I’, , where each r, separates a single nonpolar 
singularity off(z) from the interior of A. We express f(z) in A as the sum 
of k Cauchy integrals fk(z) (components off(z)) off (a) taken over the re- 
spective curves F,, and note that the curves I’, can be distorted continuously 
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remaining disjoint, until those curves become as close as desired to the 
respective nonpolar singularities of ,f(z). W e note the integral for z exterior 
to a circle y whose center is the origin, evaluated in the positive sense on y, 
Consequently the (variable) curve I’, meeting a pole P off(z) can be distorted 
into a small circle containing P in its interior plus a neighboring I’,’ to r, 
not separating P from d ; the integral around the circle represents a polar 
term. We make an appropriate addition of this polar term to the corresponding 
new function, now defined by the Cauchy integral over 7,’ for x in A. This 
change in defining fk(z) does not change fk(,z) nor any f?(z), i # K. This 
procedure applies to each pole off(z) in the extended plane, in turn, although 
there is no question of the convergence of the sum of more than a finite 
number of such polar terms. However, it now follows that f(z) is the sum 
of p components, each meromorphic in the entire plane with the exception 
of a single point. Theorem 6 follows from Theorems 2 and 4. 
Hitherto we have supposed the original point set C on which we approx- 
imate a given function to be a region. Otherwise the reasoning cannot be 
carried through as given. However, we have, using the methods of (18) 
and (19) 
THEOREM 7. In Theorem 5 it is su@ien~ for the existence of the r,(z) 
satisfying (9) if the given point set C is a closed bounded set whose complement R 
is connected, and regular in the sense that Green’s junction for i? with pole at 
injinity exists, where j (x) is meromorphic at every finite point of the plane. 
Here we need merely refer to a result already in the literature [l, Section 
9.71. 
Theorem 7 enables us to replace C by a region in Theorems 1 and 2. 
For later theorems, another useful result (lot. cit.) enables us to replace C by 
a region: 
THEOREM 8. Let C be a closed bounded set whose complement K is simply 
connected and regular. Let w = 4(z) denote a junction which maps K onto 
1 w 1 > 1 so that the points at infinity correspond to each other, and let CR 
denote generically the locus 14(z)/ = R in K. Let P,(z) be a rational junction of 
degree n whose poles lie on or exterior to C, , A > 1, satisfying 
/ P&)1 <L”, z on c. (21) 
Then we have also 
I P&)I <WW - IMA - -W, x on C,, Z < A. (22) 
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COROLLARY. Under the conditions of Theorem 8, equation (9) implies for the 
norm on Cz 
ii IIf - r,(x)lll/n = 0. (23) 
Thus if (9) is satisfied for z on the point set C of Theorem 8, and if the 
poles of the r,(z) have no limit point on C, then (23) holds for the norm on a 
closed bounded region (closed interior of C,), so Theorems 1-7 apply. 
There remains the question of using other than the Tchebycheff norm in 
these results. With the set C suitably restricted (say a closed, bounded, recti- 
fiable Jordan arc) the p-th power norm (p > 0) over C can be used; with C 
a closed bounded region, the p-th power (p > 0) integral over C can be used. 
In each case we may conclude (9) and (10) with the Tchebycheff norm [I, 
Section 9.81. 
The present study is essentially an extension of [I, Section 9.81. Weaker 
geometric convergence than indicated in (1) and (9) may be used, naturally 
with weaker results. However, if f(z) is analytic merely on C, we can prove 
results on the convergence of the auxiliary m(z) and of the extremal R&z), 
namely that the sequences converge uniformly in a certain region containing 
C in its interior. 
In the two-dimensional array [l, Section 9.31 of rational functions of given 
type of best approximation to a meromorphic functionf(z) on C, the func- 
tions R,(z) that we have been studying in the present paper form the diagonal. 
With the general notation for a function of type (m, n) 
a,P + ... + a, 
fLac4 sz bozn + . . . + ,I), ’ b&z”+ ... +b,go, 
and for an arbitrary f (z), the function Rm+k,n+l(~) has the property 
llf(4 - Rn+lc,n+d4l G Ilf(4 - Rn&)ll 3 
if K > 0, 13 0. For fixed K, we therefore have 
II f(4 - ~nncal 3 IlfW - ~n+*.&)ll 3 IlfM - Ra+k.n+&)II 9 
li:+yP II f(z) - ~~+k.&W = liF+yp II f(4 - &+k.n+k(Z)illln (24) 
= lifffzup Ilf (4 - &&411~“, 
and for fixed Z, by a similar method 
li~+yp II .I+> - %,+dWn = li~+~up II f(4 - R&Wn. (25) 
These new approximating rational functions in (24) and (25) are of respective 
degrees n + k and n + 1. 
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